
The Ants
The rain was playing hide-and-seek. The earth was cracking 

because of the drought. The Curious Detective checked if the 
magnifying glass was at its place, then, tired, he lay in the shadow 
of a tree.

‘Loosen up, little sister’, whispered an ant. ‘Another hot day 
awaits us!’

‘It’s so good to stretch’, added the other one.
The Curious Detective wrote down in his notebook: ‘Ants 

never sleep. To freshen up, they stretch like humans.’
The giant anteater came out of the blades of grass.
‘Is this your master?’ the detective looked very interested.
‘Nooo ... it’s the ant killer. It eats over 30 000 ants a day’, 

answered the eyelashed ant, running away.
‘A wonderful day’, said the detective, putting the magnifying 

glass in the chest pocket.
‘Friends and enemies are everywhere. Dangers lurk all over’, 

thought the Curious Detective. 







The Snowflake
Seasons come by, walk around, get bored and leave.
Autumn was almost over. The Curious Detective took his 

umbrella and got out slamming the door. He was heading for the 
bookshop, where he had seen a new encyclopedia in the window.

‘What dull weather! Rain drops aren’t funny. They’re all the 
same’, muttered the detective through gritted teeth.

The temperature dropped sharply. Steam with monstrous 
forms was coming out of Curious’s nostrils. His umbrella was 
thrown away by a gust of wind.

‘Hey, what’s going on?’
There was nobody around. The snowflakes began to fall down 

from the sky. A blanket of snow was falling layer after layer.
‘What speed have you got? Flakes, I have to tell you about 

yourselves ! You can’t just invade a quiet territory out of the blue. 
I froze!’

‘We, the flakes, are unique. Each of us has another form.  
We travel the distance from the clouds to the earth in one hour!’

‘I mean ... in 60 minutes the clouds squeeze the drops of 
water that start coming down, then freeze, the snowflakes are 
formed, which dance until they reach the ground?’

‘Exactly, Curious! You’re a very nice detective. Goodbye! Go 
skiing or sledging.’

The detective stretched out his palm. Five fluffy flakes melted. 
Five drops of water stroked our curious detective’s cheek.


